2021
YEAR IN
REVIEW

MILESTONES
AvAir celebrated its one year anniversary of
their Dublin, Ireland office.
AvAir celebrated the first anniversary of the
Dublin, Ireland facility. The Dublin facility opened
in March 2020 as the global Coronavirus
pandemic was rising. The team in Dublin
powered through a difficult landscape and saw
significant growth in both high quality, indemand inventory and staff while supporting the
success of clients by expediting the shipment of
parts needed.

Acquired Customs Accreditation
at Dublin Facility from Irish tax and customs.
This status will allow the company to expedite
the process of receiving and storing parts it
acquires. Bypassing the lengthy and expensive
traditional customs procedures will also save
AvAir clients time and money.

NEW STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

Acquired Airbus A320 PBH rotable
pool from HAECO ITM Limited
including more than 2,000 rotable
components including IDG’s, Starters
and Avionics.

Acquired Sabena technics surplus
inventory, including both consumables
and expendables in new condition,
used for heavy maintenance on various
AIRBUS family, ATR and C130 aircrafts.

Completed an agreement to provide
asset management solutions for more
than 20,000 line items including CFM563, CFM56-5B, CFM56-7B, V2500-A5 and
PW4000 engines, and airframe components
for the A320 and Boeing family aircraft.

Secured their largest acquisition and
maintenance support agreement to
date, gaining more than 1.5 million
consumable parts and 30,000
tagged rotable components.

With this transaction, GEAM’s ﬁrst component asset
management agreement, AvAir’s Chandler, Arizona based
facility will manage more than 66,000 line items including
external commercial engine components such as Line
Replaceable Units (LRUs), Quick Engine Change (QEC)
material, and accessories, while supporting the worldwide
GE MRO Network as a Key Vendor.

GLOBAL REACH

3100

127

CUSTOMERS

COUNTRIES

COMPANY GROWTH
EMPLOYEE
RETENTION

EMPLOYEE
GROWTH

100%

33%

AvAir is proud that the company has
maintained 100% employee retention
over the past two years.

Over the last year, AvAir continued to
hire and grow both the Arizona and
Ireland offices adding team members in
a variety of departments. AvAir values
diversity, inclusion and supports its team
members’ unique abilities and interests.

RECOGNITION

AvAir continues to be recognized as a global authority by earning
the No. 1 position on Airline Economics’ The Aviation 100’s “Parts
Supplier of the Year” rankings.

“This recognition means so much to our team,” said Mike Bianco, CEO of
AvAir. “We have worked diligently to not only become a leader in our industry,
but a trusted source to our clients, all while maintaining our company core
values. We look forward to expanding our partnerships and services in 2022.”

RECOGNITION (CONT.)

CEO Mike Bianco secured a place on the
prestigious “CEO of the Year” rankings by
Airline Economics’ Aviation 100 awards.

AvAir was named on the Inc. 5000
“Fastest Growing Companies in America”
list for a fourth year. AvAir’s three-year
revenue growth earned the company a
ranking of 4683 out of 5000 of the fastest
growing companies in the nation.

RECOGNITION (CONT.)
Healthiest
Employers

AvAir was recognized as the winner of the
Micro category of Phoenix Business Journal’s
Healthiest Employers awards. Companies were
scored by a proprietary system that considered
the various health and wellness programs and
benefits they offer.

The Chandler Chamber of Commerce included
AvAir on its Chandler 100 recognizing the 100
stakeholder businesses in the city.

AvAir was named to the Phoenix Business
Journal’s Arizona Corporate Excellence Awards
“Top 50 Private Companies” List. AvAir’s twoyear revenue growth earned the company a
ranking of 37 out of the top 50 companies in
the state.

AvAir was named to Inc. 2021 Best in Business
list in the Logistics and Transportation
category. Inc.’s Best in Business Awards honors
companies that have gone above and beyond
to make a positive impact in their respective
field and on our society.

MAKE 2022 THE YEAR YOU
DISCOVER THE
#AVAIRADVANTAGE
For more information
visit AvAir.aero or email info@AvAir.aero

Follow us on social media
instagram.com/avair.aero/
linkedin.com/company/avair/
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